Trace alignment, a procedure for finding common activities and deviations in process executions, does not have a well-established framework for evaluation. A common alignment evaluation toolreference-based methods-is not applicable if a reference alignment, or ground truth, is not available. On the other hand, reference-free evaluation methods currently are not able to adequately and comprehensively assess alignment quality. We analyze and compare the existing evaluation methods, identify their limitations, and propose improvements. We introduce modifications to two reference-free evaluation methods, improving their ability to assess alignment quality. We summarize the parameter selection for these modified methods and analyze their results. We also tested these evaluation methods on the alignment of a trauma resuscitation process log.
INTRODUCTION 1.1 Motivation
Trace alignment is an approach used in process mining to discover common patterns of work and deviations from the established practice. The log contains a number of process-execution traces, formed by recording a series of activities in chronological order [1] . Trace alignment forms a matrix where the rows represent the traces, with the same activity types aligned in columns ( Figure 1 ). The alignment algorithm for process traces originates from bioinformatics, where molecular sequences are aligned to identify common structures and mutations.
The accuracy of the alignment directly affects our ability to extract useful knowledge and insights about the process [1] . Hence, proper evaluation of the alignment result is essential for reliable process analysis [2] . Unfortunately, evaluation methods for trace alignment have lagged the development of alignment algorithms. Current evaluation methods focus on particular metrics, but a general framework for evaluation remains unavailable [2] . An alignment evaluation method should assess how well the alignment algorithm identifies common patterns of work and potential deviations that are known or suspected to exist, and whether it misaligns dissimilar activities in the same column.
Two recent evaluation methods for trace alignment are misalignment score and information score [4] . Misalignment score measures alignment accuracy and information score evaluates information retrievability, which represents the amount of information conveyed in the alignment. Other evaluation methods for process-trace alignment are adopted from molecular sequence alignment, including column score and sum-of-pairs score [5] . An important difference is that in bioinformatics there are known restrictions or structures for molecular sequences, and reference alignment benchmarks are established by experts which enables evaluating the sequence alignment results [6] [7] [8] . In process mining, however, especially in the early stages of discovering common patterns and deviations, activity restrictions or structures are unknown, and establishing such a reference benchmark is laborious and costly due to the large amount of data and the wide range of expert knowledge required. Also, because additional traces may be collected over time, continuous updating of the reference alignment makes the process inefficient.
Since the study of trace alignment now mainly focuses on aspects not requiring domain knowledge (similar to unsupervised learning in data mining), the reference alignment is usually unavailable. In addition, current evaluation methods measure certain metrics individually, making alignment performance incomparable between metrics. Thus, reference-free alignment evaluation methods are in demand, as well as a comprehensive general evaluation framework containing all metrics that reflect the alignment quality [7] .
To solve the problems with current evaluation methods, we made modifications to misalignment score and information score, and then we established a general evaluation framework for trace alignment considering alignment accuracy, information retrievability, and alignment complexity. Though the framework is just a prototype and needs further discussion, it can be used for revealing the alignment's overall quality instead of presenting only individual metrics. The definition of overall alignment quality sets the direction for algorithm optimization, which may be focused on in future alignment algorithm studies.
Related Work
According to previous research, there are evaluation methods considering alignment accuracy and information retrievability.
Two widely-used alignment accuracy evaluation methods in bioinformatics are sum-of-pair score (SPS) and column score (CS) [5] [9] [10] . They can be applied here since trace alignment is similar to the sequence alignment they were originally designed to evaluate. There are two versions of the sum-of-pair score, one version is reference-based and another is reference-free. Reference-
Figure 1. An example of trace alignment
based sum-of-pair score compares the aligned events with the reference alignment to calculate the score for correctly aligned event pairs; reference-free sum-of-pair score considers whether two events in a pair of alignments are the same (match) or not the same (mismatch). Column score compares the columns in the alignment result to the reference alignment, checking if the columns are correctly or incorrectly aligned. The issue in these methods arises from the scoring scheme's subjectivity and reliance on the empirical assumption [5] . Misalignment score is designed for evaluating trace alignment accuracy by measuring the degree of misalignments with respect to a certain pattern, and so is heavily influenced by the specific pattern chosen [4] . Thus, the usefulness of misalignment score is limited by the pattern parameter subjectively chosen by the user (Error! Reference source not found.).
Besides alignment accuracy, information retrievability is another metric for alignment, and can be measured with information score [4] . Information score measures the information entropy of each column in alignment considering event type and frequency. But current information score is not sufficient to reflect the information conveyed by the whole alignment.
Previous studies do not consider the alignment length, which is called alignment complexity in this paper, as an individual metric for evaluation. Though the alignment complexity has an influence on alignment quality [2] [11] , the quantification of its influence has not been discussed. But since the evaluation of trace alignment should comprehensively depict the alignment quality, it is necessary to consider and quantify alignment complexity as an individual metric.
As described before, the evaluation includes metrics of alignment accuracy, information retrievability, and alignment complexity. Some of the methods need a reference while others do not. However, due to the requirement of domain knowledge, unavoidable intensive labor, and inevitable human bias, the trace alignment reference may be unavailable. Therefore, reference-free evaluation methods, e.g. misalignment score and information score, are more applicable and are focused on in this paper.
Contribution
The major contribution of the paper can be summarized as:
The detailed comparison of most popular evaluation methods:
We compared the commonly used evaluation methods for trace alignment theoretically, and summarized the strengths and weaknesses of each method. To further support our analysis and confirm our claims, we ran experiments with alignment from artificial trace logs. Details about the artificial trace logs and alignment algorithm will be discussed later.
2. An improvement made to current misalignment score and information score: We modified the calculation of misalignment score to make it fit into the real-world applications. The original version of the misalignment score did not highlight the influence of pattern choosing and pattern frequency, which is not reasonable. Also, to better reflect the overall quality of alignment, we modified the information score function and discussed its parameter configuration.
Novel metric for evaluation and general evaluation framework for both reference-based and reference-free situations:
We proposed a quantification method for alignment complexity to highlight its influence on alignment quality, and discussed its limitations. We also proposed a general evaluation framework for trace alignment based on the previous and modified evaluation methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains current evaluation methods, introduces modification on these methods and then proposes our evaluation methods and framework; Section 3 applies evaluation methods to real-life data, then draws comparison and analyzes validity and performance on those methods; and Section 4 summarizes the advantages and limitations of our methods and states potential research topic of this field in the future.
METHODS AND MODIFICATIONS
Trace alignment originates from sequence alignment in bioinformatics, and adopts algorithms including and . Both Needleman-Wunsch and Smith-Waterman algorithms are all context-based, but since Needleman-Wunsch has better performance in getting a global alignment [3] , and the evaluation methods can be applied to alignment results of any trace alignment algorithms, we chose Needleman-Wunsch as alignment algorithm in this paper. To generate different alignments from the same log and monitor the misalignments in alignment, we added a random number of misalignments (alignment error) in random places, each misalignment's place is recorded. We applied evaluation methods on these alignments and compared the results.
In this section we will discuss the evaluation methods in the following order: we first discuss the alignment accuracy, analyzing the limitations of column score and the effects of pattern choice for misalignment score. Then, we analyze the properties and limitations of information score. Based on these observed limitations, we propose improvements to both misalignment and information score. Then, we propose a method of assessing alignment complexity to address the current methods' disregard of individual alignment length. We finally propose a general evaluation framework that takes into account alignment accuracy, information retrievability, and complexity, then demonstrate its success with experiment.
Alignment Accuracy Evaluation
Alignment accuracy measures the number of events correctly or incorrectly aligned. The individual criteria for correct alignment will be explained individually. Alignment accuracy is mainly measured in following ways: sum-of-pairs score (SPS), column score (CS), and misalignment score.
Reference-based Sum-of-pair Score
The reference-based sum-of-pair score (SPS), sometimes called quality score (Q score) [15] , is the total number of correctly aligned event pairs in alignment result divided by the number of all aligned event pairs in reference alignment. Correct alignment means the aligned event pairs in alignment result are also aligned in the reference alignment. The reference-based SPS has two derivatives: developer score and modeler score [15] . The derivatives only differ in the aspect of choosing reference alignment (or viewpoint).
Reference-based SPS needs reference alignment because global optimal alignment should theoretically have the lowest summed distance of all pairs of aligned traces, the calculation of which makes this a brute force approach [10].
Reference-free Sum-of-pair Score
Reference-free sum-of-pair score assumes that aligning events of the same type are correct (match), aligning events to different type events is incorrect (mismatch) and aligning events to the gap (gap) [9] . Mismatches are given a penalty while gaps' penalties vary from different scoring schemes. The reference-free sum-of-pair score measures how similar traces in alignment are to each other. The higher similarity between traces means the traces are more likely to be aligned correctly, thus higher reference-free sum-of-pair score indicates better alignment quality.
Currently, the scoring scheme for the penalty is decided subjectively instead of being derived from data. One most widely used scoring scheme is: match = 1, mismatch = -1 and gap = 0 [9]. This scoring system encourages aligning matches while penalizing mismatches, which is desired by trace alignment. However, weighting the score for particular events pairs is trivial and involves expert knowledge, in this paper we adopt scoring scheme above for reference-free sum-of-pair score.
Column Score
The column score (CS) is defined as the number of columns which are correctly aligned divided by the number of columns in alignment result [5] . Here, correctly aligned means the types and numbers of events in an alignment result's column is exactly the same as that in reference, the column score is calculated as:
Where is the column score of i th column, = 1 if all events in this column are correctly aligned in reference alignment; otherwise = 0; N is the number of columns.
The column score is one of the most intuitive measurement of accuracy, and it reflects how well an alignment can align all columns to the reference. But the limitation is also obvious: the score is extremely sensitive to misalignment. If there is any event makes the column different from any column in reference, the whole column will be counted as misaligned, regardless of how many events have been aligned correctly. It does not distinguish the number of misalignments within the same column ( Figure 2 ).
Generally, the column score is not suitable for precise accuracy measurement because of the limitation stated above. In order to evaluate the alignment accuracy in each column, we may need misalignment metrics that measure what column score may not be able to identify.
Misalignment Score
Misalignment metrics can be quantified by misalignment score. Misalignment score takes into account the different traces' sequential order of pattern appearance and the similarity between the event pattern pairs with regard to a specific pattern. Misalignment score matrix contains N traces' pairwise misalignment score [4] :
Where K denotes the larger number of pattern repetitions between trace , ; ( , , , ) is the mapping set of pattern instances in and ; ( ) is the score of k th pattern instance in (if the k th instance is aligned to a gap or other event that is not in the pattern, then ( ) = 1; otherwise ( ) = 0) [4] .
Note that the pattern used for misalignment score does not include event gap "-" introduced by alignment algorithm. The higher misalignment score indicates less consistency between traces and (a)
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Figure 2. (a) Reference alignment (b) Alignment with 1 misalignment (c) Alignment with 2 misalignments (misalignments are in bold)
the traces may be considered misaligned. The cumulative misalignment score adds up all pairwise scores to get the overall misalignment score :
Since the cumulative misalignment score measures the degree of misalignment with respect to the certain pattern in the alignment, the crucial parameter for the misalignment score is the pattern chosen. However, currently, the choice of the pattern has not been discussed. The problem exists in situations that one single pattern may not reflect the misalignments, e.g. misalignments scores on poorly representative patterns that are not misaligned in any of the traces is meaningless. In addition, this current misalignment scoring system does not take into account the pattern's frequency.
To get a more comprehensive view of misalignment, we made a modification to pattern choice and the cumulative misalignment score, which will be discussed in Section 2.3.1.
Information Retrievability Evaluation
Information score is a quantification method which measures the information retrievability for each column in alignment. It is based on information entropy considering events types and frequency [4] .
Information Score
Information score is based on event type and frequency of each column. Each type of event has a frequency of occurrence and information entropy can be calculated based on the frequency [4]:
where I is the column's information score, E is the column's information entropy and is the occurrence frequency of each type's event in the column; is the maximum entropy of the whole alignment which equals to −log 2 ( + 1) where N is the number of event types and +1 means considering the gap as one type of event.
As the purpose of trace alignment is to uncover common execution patterns and deviations, the more distinguishable events contained in the column, the better the alignment is. According to the Equation (4) and (5), if all types of events (including gap) occur in the column with same frequency of occurrence, then the information score will reach the minimum value of 0; if the column is filled with only one type of event, the information score will reach the maximum value of 1.
Problem arises in considering information score for columns only: To obtain larger information entropy, the alignment tends to split columns if there are two or more events in the column and the gaps cannot be replaced by events in other columns; or align events incorrectly in one column if the gaps in this column can be replaced by shifting other events. In the first situation, to gain a larger information score, the alignment tends to split events that are already aligned. In this case, each column's information score will be higher but the alignment is unreasonably longer. The target alignment (a) has 50% event B in column 2 and 3, if evaluate this alignment using information score, the preferred alignment (b) will be aligning each B in individual column 2, 3, 4 and 5 (Figure 3 ). In the second situation, the alignment algorithm tends to shorten the alignment by aligning incorrect events in a column (Figure 4 ). If this information score is applied to evaluate alignment algorithm alone, the algorithm will tend to split or merge columns incorrectly.
Modification on Evaluation Methods
Due to the limitation of current misalignment score and information score, we made modifications to these two methods. We will first introduce modified misalignment score, describe its choice of parameters, and then we introduce modified information score.
Modified Misalignment Score
As discussed, misalignment score depends on the pattern chosen, which is supposed to be representative for the whole alignment. Frequency is the one of the most intuitive ways to measure representativeness [16] .
In our modification, we chose all the patterns with occurrence above certain frequency threshold T for calculating modified misalignment score, and cumulative misalignment score for each pattern is given a weight. The weight is the ratio of pattern's frequency over the frequency of the most frequent pattern. This (a) 1 2 3 weighting method means pattern with a higher frequency has a larger influence in the modified cumulative misalignment score. The modified misalignment score can be written as:
is the occurrence of pattern p, is the original misalignment score for pattern p, is the maximum occurrence and N is the number of patterns. This modification considers misalignment's influence on all eligible patterns: misalignments occur in patterns of low frequency have less influence than those occur in patterns of high frequency, and the cumulative misalignment measures the total effect brought by these misalignments.
It is worth mentioning that pattern choice is critical to misalignment evaluation. In modified misalignment score, the patterns are determined based on frequency threshold T. To analyze the frequency threshold's influence on modified misalignment score, we performed modified misalignment score with increasing frequency thresholds from zero to the frequency of the most frequent pattern in alignment. We used four alignment results of an artificial log, which contains 100 artificial traces; each trace has 10 events on average, and there are 10 types of events in total. We applied our context-based alignment algorithm to traces, and then manually added misalignments to the reference, the number of added misalignments range from 0 to 22. 22 here is the number of alignment columns, meaning that there is one misalignment in each column on average. The results of our proposed modified misalignment score show that the pattern with a higher frequency has a larger impact on misalignment score, and the frequency threshold T influences N and the misalignment score of each pattern p ( Figure 5 ).
The modified misalignment score will increase with the frequency threshold T, which is expected by Equation (6). Given a certain frequency threshold, the more misalignments, the higher modified misalignment score, indicating the modified misalignment score does indeed reflect the degree of misalignments. The difference of modified misalignment score between each pair of series, however, does not increase monotonously with frequency threshold. The difference of Series 1 and 23, Series 7 and 8 reaches the maximum at frequency threshold 57; while the difference between Series 7 and 1 reaches the maximum at frequency threshold of 41; the difference between Series 8 and 23 reaches a maximum at frequency threshold of 43.
Since frequency threshold T affects the distinguishability of different alignments, it is expected to choose the frequency threshold that can distinguish different alignments well. In the experiment above, the frequency threshold from 26 to 41 makes the different alignments more distinguishable than other ranges. To better explain frequency threshold's effect on modified misalignment score, we analyzed the pattern count distribution of different frequency threshold ( Figure 6 ). Since the patterns do not consider gap "-", pattern count distribution will not change with different alignment results. The 26~41 frequency threshold range corresponds to 45.6%~71.9% of maximum frequency, meaning the patterns with frequencies in this range represent the quality of alignment well. Though patterns with low frequency have larger count number than those with high frequency, the modified misalignment score still mainly depends on patterns with high frequency.
We repeated this experiment on different artificial trace logs and generate the table for frequency threshold ranges that distinguish misalignments number (Table 3 ). The recommended patterns chosen for misalignment score calculation should have above 40% of maximum frequency as patterns with lower frequency are not good representatives for the alignment. Also, the patterns should not exceed about 70% of maximum frequency to avoid certain patterns with high frequency dominating the result. In this paper, we chose the frequency threshold as 60% of maximum frequency for modified misalignment score.
To analyze the cost of our modification to misalignment score, we analyzed the computation complexity and compared it to original misalignment score's computation complexity. In order to get a pattern with a specific threshold, we generated an ordered pattern list containing different patterns and their corresponding occurrence. The time complexity of generating the pattern list is:
is the largest length of all traces, is the number of traces and is the length of the ℎ event trace. In the worst case, the time complexity is ( 3 + ).
Then we set the frequency threshold T and extracted patterns with frequencies higher than . This process takes ( ) time, where n is the number of patterns, and this time complexity is negligible.
Since the time complexity for cumulative misalignment score of a given pattern is ( 2 ) [4] . While N is usually larger than L in real-life trace logs, the extra computation complexity for generating pattern list would be acceptable.
Modified Information Score
Original information score is defined for single column in alignment, to reflect the information retrieval ability of the whole alignment, we consider a cumulative information score, which requires a modified cumulative entropy for alignment:
j is the column index and L is the total length of the alignment (every trace in alignment has the same length), ( ) is the weight function we define for alignment length. Then the modified cumulative information score is:
According to the previous study on length normalization, we assume that ( ) may be one of the following [17] :
In this paper we chose ( ) = 1 regarding the mean information entropy of each column as the measurement of information conveyed. This modified information score will take all column's information entropy into account to avoid incorrectly splitting of columns. And this modified information score reflect the overall information conveyed in the alignment instead of a single column.
Alignment Complexity Evaluation
In current evaluation methods, the complexity is not considered as an individual metric [7] ; however, based on the previous discussion, we found that alignment length an effect on multiple methods, including information score and column score. Alignment length also indicates the complexity of alignment: the longer alignment contains more possible places for events to fill, creating greater complexity. So in this section, we used the term alignment complexity to represent the alignment length and proposed a quantification method of it.
In our proposed quantification method, alignment complexity can be calculated by the percentage of gaps. The gap percentage indicates the alignment's redundancy, which means some gaps are not necessary. Yet not all the gaps are unnecessary since aligning one column of certain events requires extra columns of gaps for placing other events that cannot be aligned in that column. The alignment complexity P of an alignment can be written as:
M is the number of events in the original trace log, N is the number of traces, L is the alignment length. Thus, the complexity P has a range of:
is the shortest length of alignment, which is also the longest original trace's length. Then the complexity P can be normalized to a range of 0 to 1:
A lower alignment complexity means the alignment has less redundancy. However, the optimal alignment does not guarantee the lowest alignment complexity while getting the optimal alignment may not be feasible. Due to this limitation, alignment complexity should be considered with the lowest priority when combined with other methods.
General Evaluation Framework
Currently, there is no general framework for trace alignment evaluation Error! Reference source not found.. To evaluate a certain alignment result, the procedure of applying evaluation methods and tuning parameters should be standardized. In this section, we proposed a general evaluation framework for evaluating both situations with reference available and unavailable. We discussed the priority of each evaluation method and how these methods compensate each other to avoid the limitation of a single evaluation method.
Alignment accuracy is the most important metric of an alignment, thus, accuracy evaluation methods should have the highest priority; then we consider the information retrievability to gain the confidence of the result found in alignment; finally the alignment complexity is considered. The procedure of evaluating metrics is shown below:
The reference-based and reference-free evaluation follow the same procedure but differ in the methods used. Note that the referencefree methods' result cannot be normalized since it intrinsically lacks a relation to an optimal baseline; thus, we may only make relative comparisons between scores.
Reference-based Evaluation
For alignment accuracy, reference-based sum-of-pair score, column score, and modified misalignment score are used based on the reference. Note that column score provides a coarse evaluation while reference-based sum-of-pair score gives more detailed accuracy measurement, column score is considered with less weight than the sum-of-pair score and misalignment score.
For information retrievability, modified information score is used. The modified information score measures the overall quality of an alignment so a high information score is demanded for alignment with strong confidence in patterns and deviations extracted.
Since the alignment complexity usually compromises to other metrics, only if the alignment accuracy and information retrievability are inconsistent can the difference in alignment complexity decide the quality of alignment. A low alignment complexity is demanded.
To summarize, when evaluating an alignment based on a reference alignment, higher reference-based sum-of-pair score means the alignment is closer to the reference alignment, and lower misalignment score indicates the alignment has a lower degree of misalignment; then a higher information score means more confidence in common patterns and deviations found in alignment; and finally a lower alignment complexity is expected for alignment with lower redundancy.
Reference-free Evaluation
The reference-free evaluation does not use reference-based sum-ofpair score or column score, other methods are the same with those in the reference-based evaluation.
Without a reference, the only comparison that can be made is between alignments. A higher reference-free sum-of-pair score and a lower misalignment score is highly demanded. A higher information score will provide more confidence in the deviations and common patterns detected by alignment. A lower alignment complexity indicates the better alignment when other metrics either disagree with each other or cannot evaluate with confidence.
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
To test our evaluation framework through the application, we experimented on real-life process data with the general evaluation framework we proposed in Section 2.5. We used trauma resuscitation logs from the Children's National Medical Center (CNMC).
Experiment Design
The trauma resuscitation log has 33 traces consisting of 213 events of 8 different types; the longest trace has 14 events while the shortest has 2. We conducted the experiments following these steps:
1. The medical team collected and coded trauma resuscitation log based on surgical processes in CNMC, recording each event's case ID, name, and timestamp. For confidential reason case, IDs are ciphered in this paper.
2. We applied context-based alignment algorithm on the process log and got the resulting alignment. The medical expert team checked the result to identify misalignments based on their domain knowledge. After misalignment correction, the result was then ready for use as a reference alignment.
3. We first evaluated the alignment result with the reference-free evaluation framework. Then we evaluated with the referencebased evaluation framework using the reference alignment from step 2. The results from both reference-based and reference-free evaluations were then compared.
Result and Analysis

Reference-free Evaluation
Heuristic alignment errors occur commonly with alignment algorithms using a heuristic approach, as in our case [3] . The single event C (Pulse Check-Upper Extremity) in the last column of trace 17 is an example of a heuristic alignment error (Figure 9 (a) pointed by the gray arrow).
The alignment with the heuristic error corrected (Figure 9 (b) pointed by the gray arrow) has better performance in reference-free sum-of-pair score, misalignment score, information score, and alignment complexity than the original alignment (Table 4 , best results are in bold, the same for Table 5 and Table 6 ). This verifies that the single event C in the last column is a misalignment and should be corrected. The medical team also suggested that this event C should be aligned to others instead of being left alone since they are the same event (chest auscultation occurring after pupil exam).
Further improvement can be made on the events R (Right Pupil Check) in the middle column (Figure 9 (b) (c) pointed by black arrows). The improvement is made mainly because this new positioning of the events R will make the results more confident.
The result shows that this improvement increases in reference-free sum-of-pair score, misalignment score and information score ( Table 4 ), indicating a decrease in misalignment and an increase in information conveyed. According to the medical team's explanation, the events R here may repeat, which means checking both pupils repetitively. Most traces have one or two event R except trace 19, it is better to align these events into two columns while leaving the extra R (Right pupils) in trace 19 alone. The improvement here matches the expectation.
As evaluated above, the alignment c has the best quality among three alignments, while alignment b is better than a. These results are consistent with the expert's explanation and thus, validate the evaluation methods.
Reference-based Evaluation
To better compare the alignment quality and demonstrate the reference-based evaluation framework, we conducted a referencebased evaluation on alignment a, b and c using the reference alignment provided by the medical team ( Figure 10 ).
According to the discussion in Section 3.2.1, alignment b has one heuristic alignment error corrected from the original alignment a; alignment c has two further improvements from alignment b. When comparing them to the reference alignment, the reference-based sum-of-pair score accurately depicts each alignment's accuracy. However, column score does not reflect the accuracy correctly ( Table 5) . Alignment b has a lower column score, but actually, it has better accuracy in the events aligned. This follows the discussion in Section 2.1.3 that column score is too coarse and extremely sensitive to deviations. The shifted event C forms a column that does not exist in the reference alignment, and so gets a lower column score than alignment a, despite the fact that this new column performs better in other metrics. In this case, the column score decreases with the increase in quality. Except the column score, other methods indicate that alignment c has the best quality among the three alignments, though there is also no improvement in alignment complexity between alignment b and c. The shift of event R has brought the alignment closer to the reference, which is considered optimal here.
We also provide the result of reference-free evaluation on the reference alignment (Table 6 ). In our data, the reference alignment has better results in all methods, and so these results can be used as the target for optimizing the alignment's choice of algorithm and tuning of parameters. Although our results performed better in all metrics, this might not always be the case; depending on the data, tradeoffs between metrics may be necessary. The optimization of these compromises may be a topic of future research.
CONCLUSION
The current evaluation methods aim only at individual metrics of alignment, and some reference-free evaluation methods have not been analyzed in detail. We discussed the limitations of current evaluation methods through experiments, showing that column score may not be used for precise accuracy measurement; and we have made modifications to two of these methods and proposed a general evaluation framework combining the different metrics to gain a more comprehensive view of alignment quality. The experiment result verifies that our approach and evaluation framework can be used to enhance alignment algorithm choice and parameter tuning to improve efficiency in getting the optimal alignment. Yet there are some limitations that still need to be discussed: (1) the weighting or priority scheme for the general evaluation framework has not been decided, but is still essential to the overall quality evaluation; (2) the length weight function ( ) for modified information score still needs further analysis and (3) other undiscovered metrics that depict or reflect the quality of the alignment may still be added to the general evaluation framework. These issues may be our future study of alignment evaluation.
Once trace alignment evaluation is established, the overall quality of alignment result can be revealed and quantified. The evaluation results indicate the direction of optimal alignment, which is useful for future study on the global optimization of alignment algorithm as well as for research that depends on this alignment algorithm.
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